■ CONDO CONVERSION

THE ART
OF URBAN
LIVING
No luxury is sacrificed in
this condo kitchen, which
features two side-by-side
Miele refrigerators and
freezers — fully integrated into
the cabinetry — a Miele gas
cooktop and oven, a Liebherr
wine fridge and a built-in Miele
coffeemaker. Knoll Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe Four
Seasons stools, from Gabriel
Ross, complement the modern
esthetic.
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A COUPLE DISCOVER THEIR
IDEAL LIFESTYLE INSIDE AN
ICONIC HERITAGE CONDO
CONVERSION.

J

oan Stirling is quick to admit she wasn’t
originally sold on the idea of condo living. That
was before she and husband Brian bought their
distinctive penthouse in The Hudson building.
Her change of heart happened shortly after
moving to Victoria in December 2015, during a visit to
Herald Street.
“When I was walking around, I realized I felt like I
was at home,” she says. “All the old buildings and brick
— I felt really comfortable here.”
The couple, who are self-described urbanites, moved
to Victoria from Toronto where they ran a successful
property-staging company. During their time in TO,
they had also converted space in an old baseball glove
factory into a loft living space, “back before the word
‘loft’ was common lingo.” They say raising their children
in the city has been a very positive experience and point
to walkability, restaurants, cultural events and diversity

BY ATHENA McKENZIE
PHOTOS BY JOSHUA LAWRENCE
To personalize their condo after purchasing,
the homeowners changed the lighting and
plumbing fixtures. Tom Dixon Beat Tall
pendant lights and a Moen STo matte black
one-handle high arc pulldown faucet were
used in the kitchen.
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“YOU FIGURE OUT
HOW YOU WANT TO
LIVE AND DECIDE
WHAT SPACE
SUPPORTS THAT
LIFESTYLE”

A Flos Model 2097
Suspension Lamp acts
as a dramatic focal
point over the Knoll
Warren Platner dining
table. The MDF Italia
Flow Chairs Padded,
designed by Jean
Marie Massaud, came
with the homeowners
from Toronto. Eyecatching elements,
such as the Flower
Bowl by Vancouver
artist Martha Sturdy
and the customframed graphic print,
give the area a gallery
feel.

Bringing the lasting natural beauty of stone to living spaces

Specializing in
Custom Kitchen
Countertops
since 1997

345 John Street, Victoria
250-386-5954 • stoneagemarble.com

as ranking high in their lifestyle priorities.
For Brian, now working as a real estate agent
specializing in Victoria’s urban properties,
lifestyle is the most important thing to consider
when buying a home.
“You figure out how you want to live and
decide what space supports that lifestyle,” he
says. “We live where we work and we work
where we live.”

THE PERSONAL TOUCH
Joan’s initial concern about living in a
condo stemmed from her desire “not to live
in a shoebox.” But a listing for a second-floor
loft-style unit in The Hudson piqued her
interest in the building. The 1,200-square-foot
fifth-floor penthouse features two bedrooms,
two bathrooms and an extra 250 square feet of
living space on a stunning covered terrace.
“This building is one of the most unique
pieces of architecture in the city,” Brian says.
“From a residential standpoint, you won’t be
able to duplicate this. It’s a unique property
and it matched up with our style and our
esthetics.”
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“... WE HAD A GOOD
IDEA OF WHAT WAS
SELLING AND WHAT
WOULD BE A GOOD
VALUE.”

Your imagination is
your only limitation
with these versatile
stone panels.

REAL STONE, REAL THIN

PARK AVENUE
STONE PANELS

The unique lighting continues into the den, with its
Artimede Tizio floor lamps. The Vitsoe 606 Universal
Shelving, which the homeowners brought from Toronto,
works perfectly in their new space. A Bensen sleeper sofa,
CB2 tables and an Elte cowhide rug provide a neutral
canvas for the pop of the Marimekko cushions.

#1-512 Frances Avenue, Victoria
778-265-5676
parkavenuestonepanels.com

While every home the Stirlings have
bought prior to their Hudson condo needed
major renovations, the move into this suite
“was pretty simple.”
“It took two weeks to make it our own. We
wanted to put our thumbprint on it,” Brian
says.
Along with giving it a fresh coat of paint,
the pair updated the light fixtures, changing
the pendant lights over the kitchen bar and
the chandelier over the dining table, and
adding track lighting. They also replaced the
plumbing fixtures in the kitchen and both
bathrooms.
The abundant light, a favourite element
of Brian’s, plays up the couple’s striking
collection of graphic art. The east-facing unit
gets a view of the sunrise and Mount Baker
through its floor-to-ceiling windows. It also
has an intriguing view of Victoria’s everevolving cityscape.

When should you contact our team before listing your home?

Tasha Medve*
RealToR®

Saira Waters*
RealToR®

Brizo Sotria black matte taps
were added to the ensuite.
Artwork by Stephanie Harding
was purchased in the
neighbourhood at Dales
Gallery in Chinatown.
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A HOME AS AN INVESTMENT
“When we bought this place, the other
element that I quickly realized is that this
was a great buy,” Brian says. “Having had
our own interior design and property staging
company, we had a good idea of what was
selling and what would be a good value.”
On his first visit to the area, he saw “holes
in the ground and cranes in the sky,” and
knew that the growth in the neighbourhood
would only mean increased worth.
To his mind, a condo is a great investment,
especially in a market where for many people
a detached home is “just a dream.
“That could be viewed as unfortunate,
but condominiums represent great value,
great lifestyle opportunities and they’re still
affordable,” he explains. “There are lots of
programs that the government is sponsoring
to support first-time buyers to acquire this
type of property.”
He calls buying in The Hudson one of the
best real estate decisions the couple has ever
made, pointing to the condo’s appreciation in
the short time they’ve been there.
As for Joan, she’s embraced the condo
lifestyle.
“We thoroughly love the area and living
here,” she says. “Five years from now, this
will the most desirable neighbourhood in the
city.”

Herman Miller Leaf Lights
are just one of the standout
elements in the master
bedroom, which include STUA
Atlas aluminum nightstands,
a Ligne Roset Anna bed and
a large mixed media piece by
Ontario artist Neil Young.

You can have it all.
Canada’s finest urban resort community.

PRICED FROM

1,329,000+GST

$

B E A R M O U N TA I N . C A / L I V E H E R E
V I S I T O U R P R E S E N TAT I O N C E N T R E I N T H E W E S T I N ,
OR CALL: 250-391-6100
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The contemporary design of
the Villas at Cypress Gates is
the perfect complement to the
pristine, natural environment
of Bear Mountain. Each of
these homes enjoys stunning
views of Mount Finlayson and
offers its discerning owners
the prestige of living in one
of our most desirable gated
communities.

COMPELLED BY INTEGRITY. DRIVEN BY QUALITY.
WHOLE HOME RENOVATIONS, ADDITIONS, SUITES

True North Renovations is a small team of highly skilled tradesmen based in
Victoria, BC. Our watchwords are quality and integrity, which together underpin
our philosophy, approach, and work ethic. Rest assured knowing that every
aspect of your renovation will be handled with the greatest respect and care.
Contact us for a free, detailed estimate.

778-430-TRUE (8783) | TNRENOVATIONS.CA
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